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Spatio-temporal life cycle of meteorological structures 
is an important part of study of routine numerical 
weather analysis. In this paper we present an algo
rithm to track tracer clouds in INSAT image sequence. 
Given a pair of sequence images taken at a 30 min 
interval, the objective of cloud tracking is to derive the 
path of movement of a cloud contour in the source 
image to the corresponding contour of the destination 
image. This has direct relevance to cloud motion vec
tor (CMV) analysis by which wind speed and direction 
are estimated. We have utilized an improved algo
rithm to generate a set of initial estimates of possible 
cloud motion vectors which are then filtered through a 
shape-based approach. The contour of cloud mass is 
modelled as a perfectly flexible string, and depending 
on initial estimates of CMV, the source cloud contours 
are deformed. The CMV direction for which the 
deformed contour best matches the destination 
contour, gives the optimum path of cloud movement 
from source to destination image. The algorithm is 
demonstrated using images from INSAT.

E x t r a c t i o n  of Cloud Motion Vectors (CMVs) is part of 
an important routine synoptic scale weather study1-3. 
CMVs are detected in geo-stationary satellite (e.g. 
INSAT, GMS) images, and they provide wind speed and 
direction at given latitude-longitude coordinates. In con
junction to this, a study of the spatio-temporal life cycle 
of cloud mass is of typical consideration to meteorolo
gists4. By spatio-temporal life cycle of the cloud, we mean 
the generation, dissipation and assimilation of clouds seen 
in a sequence of geo-stationary satellite pictures.

We relate the study of life cycle of the cloud to be 
essentially a problem of cloud tracking in a sequence of 
satellite images. From the computer vision point of view, 
this tracking of cloud images may be considered as the 
study of deformable shape. In day-to-day numerical 
weather predictions, tracer clouds are taken as candidates 
for cloud tracking and subsequent wind speed estimation 
analysis. The major characteristic of a tracer cloud is that 
it has comparatively higher form or shape stability over at 
least the period of observation (typically 30 min).

In this paper, we unfold a local computation-based 
algorithm for cloud tracking. For brevity of space, we will 
not go to the extent of utilizing this algorithm for CMV
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detection but point out the existing algorithms for CMV 
detection as well as cloud tracking and show how our pro
cess can give an alternate estimate of cloud tracking 
which is more appropriate for large cloud masses. Our 
proposed method of tracer cloud tracking is a two-stage 
process. In the first stage, a set of initial cloud motion 
vectors are detected using an intensity gradient-based 
approach5̂ 7. In the second, these initial directional esti
mates are filtered using a shape (contour)-based approach. 
We conclude mentioning the relevant issues connected 
with this problem.

In the next section of this paper, the problem of cloud 
tracking is critically analysed. In addition, the existing 
CMV algorithms, their advantages and limitations are 
discussed. The existing deformable shape-modelling rele
vant to the cloud tracking problem is also described. Our 
proposed algorithm on cloud tracking is presented next 
Some illustrations that qualitatively evaluate our proposed 
method are presented next. The last section reports our 
conclusions with a discussion on the proposed approach. 
The possible extension of our work is also mentioned.

A close look at the problem of cloud tracking

The specific issues associated with cloud tracking are as 
follows:

(i) Tracer clouds are detected in a source satellite images 
taken at, say, time t. Given minor deformations ovet a 
time period St (typically 30 min), the problem is to iden
tify the same in destination image d taken at time t +& 
The INSAT images shown in this paper are also taken at 
30 min intervals.
(ii) Establishing a point-to-point correspondence from the 
source cloud contour to the destination cloud contour. The 
result of tracking is then the minimum energy or cost path 
through which points of interest of the start contour de
form to corresponding points of the destination contour.

We first discuss, in brief, the existing CMV detection 
methods to see how some of these issues are address^ 
therein. This would also act as a prerequisite to under- 

stand our cloud tracking algorithm.

The existing CM V algorithm

The process of CMV detection dates back to the e8f|) 
seventies6”9 followed by its implementations in the In 13



Meteorological Department7,10 in the late eighties. Even 
recently, there are extensions and quality control initi
atives of CMV studies not only with cloud images but 
with images from satellites equipped with water vapour 
channels11,12. The crux of such approaches has the fol
lowing major steps:

• The cloud mass (or tracer cloud) whose displacement is 
detected in subsequent image frames is selected by 
meteorologists. This is mainly an expert-dependent 
process.

• The source image s and destination image d are regis
tered to same scale (as they are taken from a single geo
stationary satellite over a time interval). For every 
given m x  m (typically, 1 5 x 1 5  pixels) subimage cs of 
the tracer cloud in image j, an n x  n search window wd 
is selected in d. Note that the centre coordinates of cs 
and Wj. are identical as s and d  are registered to the 
same scale. Typically, the dimension of n is 37 for low 
clouds whereas it is 61 in the case of medium or high 
clouds.

• Given cs and wd, the problem of CMV detection is 
finding the best correlation measure between cs and any 
one of m x m subim age  within wd. The vector origina
ting from the centre coordinate of cs to the centre of 
best matched m x m subimages of wd gives the CMV. 
The process is explained in Figure 1.

• The correlation measures are some sort of similarity 
measure between time varying subimages. From that 
standpoint, the method is also known as (intensity) 
gradient-based approach, and the similarity measures 
are classified as: (i) Maximum cross-correlation meas
ure (MCC)13, (ii) Sum of absolute value difference meas
ure (SAVD)7,14, and (iii) Sum of squared difference 
measure (SSD)15.
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Figure 1. Schematic for cloud motion vector detection process.

Kelkar and Khanna7 claimed that the sum of absolute 
difference between corresponding pixels of cs and 1 5 x 1 5  
subimage of wd (Ejf4 \ x - y \ , x i s a  pixel of cs and y  is the 
corresponding pixel of 15 x 15 subimage of w^) is a good 
and computationally attractive yardstick compared 
to cross-correlation measure ((xylaxay) -  (Lxy/Noxoy), 
N=  225) originally proposed by Lease and Novak6.

The correlation-based approaches are by and large 
adopted by different operational agencies2,3 for- routine 
numerical weather prediction because of computational 
simplicity. Also, CMV detection is always subject to 
quality control by expert meteorologists where, inconsis
tent CMVs are manually removed. However, this process 
has its limitation in that in a dynamic situation of mete
orological nature the correlation surface between the 
source subimage cs and the candidate subimage within wd 
is typically multimodal and unimodal only in very special 
cases. Such a matching technique also has an implicit 
assumption of rigidity in the form of the cloud mass. 
However, in reality, the clouds not only get translated, 
rotated, sheared but also deformed in temporal scale. Such 
problems could be eliminated to a large extent if  images 
could be acquired at a very high temporal rate. Unfortu
nately, for practical operational constraints, frame grab
bing at such an increased speed is not possible 
(except during severe cyclonic disturbances).

To improve this aspect, various quality control initia
tives16 of CMV detection are being undertaken. For 
example, there are energy-based approaches, specifically 
gabor energy filters1718 to extract motion information. The 
major limitation in such cases is the requirement of a 
large number of sequence images at shorter intervals. 
Also there are several feature-based approaches19 which 
primarily focus on invariant features in time-varying 
images; but for most cases, an implicit shape rigidity is 
assumed. In a different context, an excellent review of 
shape from motion is provided by Agarwal and Nandha- 
kumar20; however, even though it surveys a number of 
gradient-based approaches, the issue of shape deforma- 
bility is not addressed in detail.

We discuss a hybrid approach proposed by Wu5 as it 
has relevance to our work detailed in the section ‘pro
posed method’. This hybrid approach improves correla
tion estimates after incorporating a relaxation labelling 
algorithm21. For a p x p  subimage of s, his model is given 

by.

f ( x ,y )  = a g (x ,y ;u ,v )  + m + n, 1 <x , y < p ,  (1)

where f(x, y) is basically the cs mentioned earlier and g(x, 
y\ u, v) is the («, v) shifted version o f fix, y) within the 
search space wd. The factor a  is a scale factor considering 
the change in image contrast in St time, m is a mean bias in 
modelling intensity, and n is a typical zero-mean gaussian 
noise. He has derived that the similarity measure between cs 
and the candidate in wd depends on a factor i(u, v):



i(u,v) = £ £  y ) -  f ) - (g (x ,y \u ,v ) -g (u ,v ) ) )2.

(2)

Interested readers can refer to Wu5 for a detailed deriva
tion. For every point of interest in image s and the corre
sponding wd, he detects a set of CMVs. Each of such 
CMVs is associated with a probability value which is the 
similarity or normalized correlation measure between 
f(x, >’) and g(x, y, u, v). CMVs with a correlation measure 
less than a threshold are rejected outright. However, the 
major contribution of his approach is in updating these 
probability values in an iterative process where consis
tency between two neighbouring vector directions is uti
lized. The iterative process follows the relaxation label
ling algorithm described by Rosenfeld and Kak21. Since 
the neighbouring CMV direction consistency has been 
taken care of in this algorithm, he has got attractive 
results even in the case of cyclonic storms where shape 
stability is very poor.

The problem in extending this algorithm to cloud 
tracking is that it does not incorporate any shape-based 
features. The fragmented cloud regions of interest in his 
experiment5 is a few pixels wide. Note that typically, for 
geo-stationary satellites like INSAT, each pixel resolution 
represents 2-8 km on earth (depending on visible or IR 
band). The assumption of CMV directional consistency 
over such a small region of fragmented cloud cover is 
tenable. However, such a directional consistency over a 
relatively large cloud tracer, used in routine day-to-day 
cloud tracking operations, may not be a safe assumption. 
Moreover, a large cloud tracer, because of shape defor
mation, can result in false correspondence between 
images s and d.

In our proposed cloud-tracking algorithm, we show a 
variation of the correlation measure of Wu5 to generate an 
initial estimate of motion of contour of tracer cloud. Sub
sequently we present a shape-based matching criterion 
between the parts of contour of source and that of desti
nation tracer cloud. In this context let us review the 
existing cloud-tacking approach which has direct rele
vance to our algorithm. We also explore how the problem 
of deformable shape is tackled in similar cases. Our 
objective is not to address all the literature which deals 
with deformable shape in a set of sequence image, but to 
discuss only that which is relevant to our work.

Deformable shape modelling in the context o f  cloud- 
tracking

Two specific approaches are relevant in the context of 
cloud tracking.

•  There is a whole bunch of snake-based approach22"27 
where, in general, either an initial contour is detected or 
a seed contour is made to take the shape of the contour 
to be tracked after minimizing energy corresponding to 
the profile of the shape boundary.

• In a different approach28, a set of shape invariant points 
or ‘point landmarks’ are located in the boundary. These 
points are generally at a high curvature on the contour. 
It is assumed that deformation is marginal at or close to 
the high curvature points. This is certainly true for 
images of deformable biological organs28. In the 
absence of any active meteorological phenomenon, high 
curvature points in satellite images at a 30 min rate 
have higher form stability compared to the rest of the 
contour. We utilize this assumption while dealing with 
our tracking problem.

Tracking of meteorological structures, namely clouds, 
through curve matching first proposed by Cohen and 
Herlin29 assumes that the flow of source contour to the 
destination contour takes place along a minimum cost 
path. The source and destination areas are presented using 
level sets30. The shortest path between two points on a 
surface is defined by the minimal geodesic. The tracking 
path from the source contour to the destination contour is 
characterized by the minimal cost path. The optimum cost 
path popt is defined by:

C(Px^) = ™ n C(px ),
1 *s U)

where

C(Pxs) = ix*

Pxs is the path from the source contour point Xs to 
matching point Xd on the destination contour. Evaluation 
of popl is then the minimization of a cost function c(x, >j. 
Cohen and Herlin29 have defined this cost function as a 
combination of distance maps of the source and the desti
nation contours. In this context they have mentioned: ‘A 
more elaborate model should take into account the geo
metrical properties of the curve, for example, curvature 
information in a small neighbourhood of the source and 
destination areas’.

Proposed method

In our proposed model, we utilize a variation of cross
correlation measure proposed by Wu5 to detect a set of 
possible directional vectors on source contour points 
along which possible movement of source contour points 
have occurred. Then a shape-based cost function is used 
to find the best direction among these along which 
contour displacement has taken place from source to 
destination. It uses a combination of gradient-based approach 
followed by filtering using shape-based approach. It avoids 
the directional consistency assumption proposed by Wu5 ^  
adds on geometrical properties of the contour which is l^ '  
ing in Cohen and Herlin’s approach29. It also avoids the coni- 
plex geodesic calculation as in Cohen and Herlin * 
approach29.



Our proposed algorithm is outlined as follows. We start 
with source and destination contours, cr and cd respec
tively, of the tracer cloud. The contours of individual 
cloud clusters are obtained applying an active contour 
model, called g-snake as proposed by Lai and Chin24-25. 
Since border detection is not the prime objective, we 
avoid the detailed implementation as it is available in 
literature24.

• A snake-following algorithm coupled with split and 
merge of linear and curvilinear segments is applied on 
c, to detect the set of control points on the contour31. 
Note that all significant points on the contour including 
high curvature points will be selected as vertices of the 
guiding polygon. Coordinates of all the guiding poly
gon vertices are stored in a vertex table.

• For every entry v\ in the vertex table, a p x  p mask 
f{x, y) is considered centred around the vertex v\. A 
search window of radius Vm is assumed in destina
tion image d. The centre of wd corresponds to the co
ordinate of v\ of cr. Similar to CMV detection process, a 
similarity measure is established for every p x p  mask 
inside wd with the p x p  mask centered around v-x of cr. 
We have used the following similarity measure given 
by:

'(u,v) = >') ~ g(X y\u,v))2. (4-,

This is computationally simpler than the measure in 
eq. (2). Since the resultant direction vector is filtered 
through shape-based matching in the next step, our 
emphasis is on generating as many direction vectors as 
possible in the shortest possible time.

Note that the similarity measure is thresholded at p 
such that all directional vectors with similarity measure 
greater than p are outright rejected. The result of this 
step is a set of direction vectors at every vertex of 
the guiding polygon of cr. This is demonstrated in 
Figure 2 a.

• For every vertex v, of the vertex table, vertices v, _ | and 
t>i + i are indexed. Surface normals N, , and A/i + ) are 
drawn from vt _ ( and v] + ], respectively. Contours 
between t>, _, and v, + | of cr and 1-, _ i and + 1 of cd are 
considered for shape-based matching. The process is 
shown in Figure 2 c. We do not assume the entire con
tour between vt _ i and vt + , o f ct to be transformed to 
/j _ i and /j + iof cd; but given the marginal deformation 
in sequence images, there would be some overlap 
between the two. We term these contour pairs ‘related 
contours’.

• At this stage, for every vertex v„ there are n number of 
direction vectors £>j}. Following each DVj, a corre
sponding point /«jj could be detected on cd. Let us 
define p(v„ iny) as the path to be tracked between vt (on 
source cr) and mVi (on destination cd). Even if there

could be n number of such paths (as there are n 
number of Dtj), only one of them is the correct path to 
be established.

•  Our shape-based measure considers each of these paths 
p{vj, ray) individually following which we construct a 
deformed source contour between t'i_ ) and vi + \. This 
construction is based on the qualitative assessment of 
curvatures between the source and the destination con
tour. Note that there will be ti such deformed contours 
(as there are n number of paths p(p„ m^). These 
deformed contours are compared with the destination 
contour between I, _ i and 1, + 1 for best matching. The 
optimum path p(v„ mri) is the one which provides the 
best match between the deformed source contour Z)s 
and the destination contour cd.

p opt(t>j,my) = minnJ(D s - c d l£ |)d /.  (5)

• Construction of a deformed source contour: Let us con
sider the source contour to be a perfectly flexible string 
fixed at both ends (v{_ , and vi + [ in this case). Over the 
period of observation 8t, the displacement at v\ is 
known considering the corresponding point mVi at the 
destination contour. Therefore, the tension at the string 
position vt is known for any particular direction vector 
Dy. Let this tension be F-,y At the close neighbourhood 
of v„ the tension in the string is calculated based on the 
value of Fty In the absence of any other force system, 
the effect of Fy should decrease as we move away from 
vj. However, we either decrease or increase the tension 
at the neighbourhood comparing curvatures between 
corresponding parts of related contours (Figure 2 b). 
For a neighbourhood dl (along arclength) around v„ the 
derived tension of the string at (v(+ Si), FiJ+$i, is given 
as follows:

for ( * , - * „ )ld/ = 0, Fv.+ sl=Fn,

(Ks - K d)\dl<0, Fv.+5l=Fys(\ + AK),

(K’t-K'd) ld /> 0 - FV;+si =  FijO+A*-). (6)

fcs and Kd stand for curvatures of the source and desti
nation contours along arclength dl. The weight A k is to 
boost or reduce the tension in the string:

Since the string is fixed at both ends, for every tension 
at v„ there would be opposing forces at v-, _ i and vx + i . 

Factor v, the damping coefficient, should take care of 
this. From the derived force at (v, + 5/), the displace
ment at (v, + 81) is calculated parallel to the tension FV) 
at i>i. The process is repeated for all ‘snaxels’ to cover 
the entire arclength between t/j. ,  and v, +) to construct 
the deformed source contour.



Figure 2. a, The source and destination contours and d  are shown along with vertices. The possible directional 
vectors £>y are shown on the vertex tv  b. Construction of deformed source contour Ds is shown between the source 
and the destination contour.

Figure 4. The destination (IR) images corresponding to source images of Figures 3 a and b respectively are shown.
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Figure 5. Snakes fitted to regions of interest in tracer clouds of Figures 3 a and b respectively are shown. The black square boxes represent sig
nificant points on the snake.

Figure 6. Initial estimates of cloud motion vectors are calculated on source images following eq. (4). For clarity of display, all direction vectors 
with correlation value > 0.8 are discarded.

Results

The proposed method was tested on a number of image 
sequences of INSAT and GMS. Two sets of results are 
presented in this section. Tracer cloud images are taken 
from INSAT ID at 05:00 and 05:30 GMT. Figures 3 a, b

and 4 a, b are the corresponding source and destination 
(IR) image pairs respectively. These images are registered 
to same scale and cropped out from full disk images of 
Earth. Snakes fitted to regions of interest on tracer clouds 
of source images are shown along with significant points in 
Figures 5 a and b. The result after initial estimates of cloud



motion vectors following eq. (4) is shown in Figure 6. 
Note that the size of candidate subimage in source is 
taken as 1 5 x 1 5  pixels while the window size in destina
tion image is taken as 37 x 37 pixels (Vm of W4). For cla
rity of display, all direction vectors with correlation 
value > 0.8 are discarded. Multiple direction vectors at 
the vertices justify the multimodal nature of correlation 
surface between the source subimage and destination 
search window. Clearly some of the these directions do 
not conform to the possible movement of the cloud mass.

The optimum path p(v{, my) corresponding to the best 
match between the destination contour and deformed 
source contour sets is shown in Figure 7 a and b. To cal
culate the deformed contour, the curvatures between 
related contours are compared on every 5-pixels long ar- 
clength (dl). The tension is calculated at every third pixel 
(8/) of dl within the span of and v, + \, and the damp
ing coefficient V is taken as 0.5. The matching between 
deformed source contour and destination contour is based 
on the sum of squared Eucldean distance between sam
pled (every third) points on related contours. These points 
are taken starting from v, and m,j of source and destination 
contours respectively and moving along both directions of 
the curve.

Discussion

This paper presents a combined approach of intensity and 
shape-based methods in tracking meteorological struc
tures. This certainly has an edge over either the gradient

or the shape-based approach applied individually. At the 
same time it opens up several new research issues associ
ated with the study of deformable shape. The operational 
procedures of CMV are restricted to a pair of sequence 
images. Incorporating a few more sequence images should 
help implement a ‘predictor-corrector’ schem e in esti
mating cloud motion. In our shape-based approach, cloud 
contour is modelled as a perfectly flexible string, and the 
local computation approach is restricted w ithin  a segment 
bounded by three consecutive vertices. This scheme could 
be upgraded considering the directional vectors at the 
neighbouring vertices which are not considered at present
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